The method of Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is widely used in statistical data analysis for engineering and the sciences. It is an effective tool for reducing the dimensionality of datasets while retaining majority of the data information. This paper explores the method of using PCA for spacecraft pose estimation for the purpose of proximity operations, and adapts a novel kernel based PCA method called Euler-PCA to denoise spacecraft imagery using a single optical or thermal camera.
I. Introduction
A UTONOMOUS proximity operation (ProxOps) is taking on a more vital role in modern space missions such as rendezvous and docking, re-supply, on-orbit servicing, inspection, orbital debris removal, and space structure assembly. 1 A critical enabling technology for autonomous ProxOps is real-time client satellite (CS) pose estimation. The relative position and orientation, or pose, is computed between the client and the servicing vehicle using photo or thermal camera images. All missions flown in the past performing close range ProxOps have used cooperative targets on the CS, i.e. spacecraft equipped with calibrated fiducial markers. Amongst the various fiducial markers, circular pattern markers are the most popular visual cues used in space applications. Pose estimation resulting from the projection of elliptical to circular shapes is a well known geometry problem. Equation for circle pose estimation is provided by Shiu and Ahmad, 2 Guru, 3 Zheng et al., 4 and Lu et al. 5 For example, Ogilvie et al. 6 show the use of circular pattern in the Orbital Express Demonstration Manipulator System (OEDMS) Probe Fixture Assembly (PFA) target. Unfortunately, while fiducial markers provide highly accurate aid to pose estimation, servicing missions for commercial satellites will unlikely to have these markers to be available on the CS due to non-standard industry requirements from satellite manufactures and desires to avoid higher production and launch costs. Furthermore, at distances of 100-200 meters away from the CS, the fiducial markers are too small to be effective as pose estimation aids. The use of vision-based cameras offers lower power, mass and volume requirements for the servicing spacecraft (SS). 7 There are many methods for determining an object pose using image analysis. Non-model based approach include the use of stereo egomotion estimation, 8 optic flow, 9, 10 and structure from motion (Sf M). 11, 12 Non-model based approach do not require knowledge of the target object but are challenged by the loss of particular tracking feature due to image condition or perspective projection. Another approach is model-based, this is known as model-to-image registration, where some knowledge of the target shape is available. These include matching shape outlines, 13, 14 or by region-based pose estimation using model segmentation. 15, 16 Alternatively, image features such as SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation), 17 SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features), 18 ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) 19 or non-linear diffusion methods like AKAZE (Accelerated KAZE) 20 maybe extracted from training and testing images to solve for the correspondence problem using perspective-n-points (PnP) methods. [21] [22] [23] The aforementioned methods all require some features to be extracted from the captured image, and therefore can be vulnerable to the loss of these features due to image or motion conditions. Furthermore, feature extraction for technique like SIFT, can be computationally costly and PnP methods like Sof tPOSIT suffers from local minimum
II. Pose Matching
The goal for PCA is to match the object from the camera image to a stored matrix of images that has been transformed to its eigenspaces. Assumptions for the baseline PCA are: each image contains one object only, the object is nonocculted, and the target object is viewed by a weak perspective. For spacecraft imagery, these assumptions are not unreasonable at the distance of 100-200 meters from the target CS, where typically only the CS is visible in the camera frame. Another requirement of PCA is the object must be completely visible, due to lighting conditions, this is a harder requirement to comply to. The work around to this challenge is to include reasonable number of known lighting variations in the training set. A more detailed discussion of the visibility requirement is provided in the results and discussion section (Sec. V and VII) of this paper. Finally, to have effective scale invariance, the images are normalized in size while the pixel values are normalized to one. This means the image frame is the minimum rectangle enclosing the largest appearance of the object.
Given an image of I with resolution R×C, where the i th and j th pixel of I is normalized toÎ ij = I ij /Ī, wherē
I is resized into an arrayx, wherê
The dimension ofx is the resoultion of the image N = R×C. Given a training image sequence of M images, the mean value ofx isx
The training data matrix X is formed as a N ×M matrix where
where 1 is an array of ones of the size M ×1. The covariance matrix of X is
NoteQ and Q has the same eigenvectors and therefore it is more common to use Q for direct PCA, and Q ∈ R N ×N . The covariance matrix Q can be transformed into the eigenspace, by
where P is the matrix of eigen-unit-vectors, P ∈ R N ×N P = ê 1ê2 . . .ê N
By Eignspace Representation Theorem, 43 the j th normalized image array (columns from the full image matrix) can be reconstructed by a linear combination of the eigenspace unit vectorŝ
Proof
Transform X from Eq. (4) by applying the eigenspace transformation matrix P T ,
hence,X =x1
where g j ∈ R N and G ∈ R N ×M ,
The individual g j is therefore the columns of X transformed into the eigenspace. Visually, the sets of training images containing various combination of pose and lighting conditions traces out a multi degree-of-freedom (DOF) manifold in the eigenspace represented by the g j vectors. Now consider two images for comparison n and m. The image correlation function of two imagesÎ n andÎ m , is defined by the symbol •,
the larger the value c, the more similarÎ n andÎ m is to each other. Equation 12 can be expressed byx from Eq. (2) as the inner dot product,
where ., . is the inner dot product. From Eq. (13), the Euclidean distance between the two normalized images can be related to the image correlation by
where c is between 0 and 1. Therefore, the maximum correlation is the minimum Euclidean distance. Since the eigenspace g j is a linear transformation ofx j (ref. Eq. (9)), it is easily shown the Euclidean distance of eigenspace vectors is the Euclidean distance between the two images.
A. Dimensional Reduction
The advantage of converting the image data into eigenspace is the ability to reduce the so-called curse of dimensionality. Examining Eq. (8) , only the principal components of g j contains majority of the image information, the smaller insignificant terms can therefore be discarded as they will not affect the summation. When computing Eq. (6), the eigenvalue is ordered from large to small, this also order the eigenspace transformation matrix P and the components in the vector g j . Equation 8 can be represented to dimension K instead of N where N K. The new smaller P and G matrices are denoted byP andG as follows,
whereP ∈ R N ×K ,g j ∈ R K , andG ∈ R K×M . Experiments show the K dimension can be as low as 10 where as N is 76,800 for a low resolution 320x240 size image. This represent a significant reduction of processing needed compare to a direct comparison of images.
B. Low-rank Matrix Approximation
Although Eq. (6) appears tobe elegant, P cannot be quickly solved in practice as a N ×N eigenspace basis vectrix given the enormous size of N . A low-rank matrix approximation is typically used to remedy this problem. Consider the singular-value-decomposition (SVD) of X as
Substitute Eq. (18) into Eq. (5) produces
Compare Eq. (19) with Eq. (6), U is the eigenspace vectrix P, and Σ is the square root of the eigenvalue matrix Λ assuming M ≥N . Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (9) produces
The advantage of PCA is the ability to use only a very few number of principal components from the eigenspace that contains majority of the data information. Selecting the first K terms from P instead of the full N th dimension, Eq. (20) becomesG
The low-rank matrix approximation 44 of Eq. (18) is therefore,
Equation (22) is solved using the svds() function from MATLAB 45, 46 with K value input. Other methods for solving low-rank approximation SVD exists as provided by Rokhlin et al. 47 and Halko et al. 48 
C. Testing Image
Given a test image captured during operations, it is first converted into an image arrayx t by the same steps from Eq. (2). It is then transformed into the eigenspace by using the following,
whereg t ∈ R K . This is compared with all vector columns in theG matrix to determine the minimum Euclidean distance matchg ∧ ∈ R K .g ∧ = arg miñ
The training image will have known pose tag associated with it. If the match falls within two nearest training images, the pose is linearly interpolated between the two poses.
D. Pose Matching Algorithm
The pose matching algorithm is separated in two parts: a training portion (ref. Obtain a set of M images by rotating an CAD representation of the CS from the SS camera 3: Tag every image I j with the associated pose information 4: for all M image in the dataset do
5:
Segment CS from background if required 6: Normalize the image by scale by cropping the CS image 7: Normalize pixel intensity using Eq. (1) 8:
Convert the normalized image intox representation by Eq. (2) 9:
Compute average image vectorx of the entire database by Eq. (3) 10:
Form image database X in accordance to Eq. (5) 11:
Perform low-rank matrix approximation SVD by Eq. (18),P = svds(X, K)
12:
ObtainG by transforming image database into eigenspace by Eq. (21) 13:
returnx,G,P Algorithm 2. PCA TEST
Perform steps 5 to 7 from Algorithm 1 on captured image I t and formx t
3:
Compute eigenspace representation of captured imageg t using Eq. (23) 4:
Find minimum matchingg j in accordance to Eq. (24) 5:
Compare dataset image j + 1 and j − 1 for second minimum match 6: Interpolate pose (t and R) between minimum match and second minimum match 7: return t,R
III. Image Denoising
This study leverages the breakthroughs from kernel-based machine learning and support vector machine (SVM). [49] [50] [51] In order to gain robustness, the image is denoised by using non-linear feature extracting KPCA and by operating in high-dimensional feature spaces via the use of pre-images. 36, 37 The kernel machine maps the input spacex into a higher dimensional feature space or reproducing kernel Hilbert space (rkHs) H using a non-linear function φ (x j ). The so called kernel trick, exploits the similarity measure between images by using the inner dot product. 24 In general, the kernel κ can be formulated in rkHs as
The objective then, is to improve the baseline pose estimation by denoising the image data. This is done by solving an optimization problem 37 such that,x ∧ = arg min
where β is a linear subspace orthonormal basis in rkHs. Some commonly used Kernels that are projective (polynomial, exponential) or radial (Gaussian, Laplacian) can be found in a recent survey of KPCA by Honeine and Richard. 24 The Euler-PCA (ePCA) is a KPCA based on the Euler representation of complex numbers introduced by Liwicki et al. (2013) . 39 In ePCA rkHs, the l 2 -norm can be related to a dissimilarity measure originally introduced by Fitch et al. 52 (see Sec. A for more details), this effectively provide a fast and statistically more robust estimation. In ePCA, the normalized imagex is mapped onto a complex number representation
Grouping z j gives the data matrix Z ∈ C N ×M in rkHs
The Hermitian kernel κ for ePCA is represented by K ∈ C M ×M and can then be formulated as
where (.) H is the complex conjugate transposition of a matrix. The eigen decomposition of Eq. (29) is
where P c ∈ C M ×M . Using similar method as Eq. (22), the lower dimensionP c ∈ C M ×R is found,
UsingP c in Eq. (30), the lower dimensionΛ c ∈ C R×R can be found
Note that for M ≥R,Σ c andΛ
c contains the same eigenvalues. The basis mapping β for ePCA is represented bỹ B ∈ C N ×R and is formulated asB
Note with this formulation ofB,B is the eigenspace mapping ofK ∈ C N ×N , wherẽ
hence,
Hence,B is also an eigenspace basis vectrix, and Eq. (35) is the equivalence to Eq. (32) . Finally, the reconstruction of
in this form, one may perform the denoising based on dissimilarity to be discussed in the next section (Sec. A). Furthermore, the advantage of the ePCA construction becomes apparent when the inverse from the rkHs (Euler complex number feature space) back to the image space is performed. Sec. B, provides a close form transformation function as result of the ePCA formulation.
A. Dissimilarity Measure
This section discuss the motivation for the ePCA transformation. The l 2 -norm in Eq. (24) is optimal for independent and identically distributed (iid) Gaussian noise but not robust to outliers. [53] [54] [55] Previous approach found robustness in using the l 1 -norm instead of the l 2 -norm. 54, 56 Define θ n απx n . A fast robust correlation scheme by Fitch et al. , 52 suggest the use of the following so called dissimilarity measure,
A similarity can be found by applying the l 2 -norm in the Euler complex number representation space by the following,
The optimizing of Eq. (38), is essentially the ePCA form of Eq. (26) . This is the basis for the denoising pre-image computation step that is performed in the following section (Sec. B).
B. Pre-image Computation
Typically, the method to convert from the rkHs to the optimized input image space is to perform the numerical method of gradient ascent. Liwicki et al. 39 showed the ePCA procedures for this optimization. This is done by reforming Eq. (26) in the argument of the maxima form
where (.) outputs the real number of the argument. In ePCA form, β B = ZB, then Eq. (39) becomeŝ
Applying the kernel trick, 24 Eq. (40) becomeŝ
to maximize Eq. (41), the standard Newton's method is given aŝ
The number of steps to complete Eq. (42) is denoted as h. For completeness, the gradient of f is given as
where (.) is the gradient operator, (.) is the imaginary portion of the argument, and H ∈ C N ×M ,
wherez l is the complex conjugate of z l , and is the Hadamard point-wise operator. Equations 41 to 44 will denoise the input as it maps the feature space image back to input space. However, the cost of this computation for the entire training set is costly, on the order of O hN M 2 . One of the advantage of the ePCA feature space is the ability to optimally transform back to the pixel domain by a close formulation base simply on the angle of the complex numbeȓ
where (.) computes the angle of the complex number. For the same value ofx l =x j =x, the rkHs representation is φ (x) = z. The optimality can then be shown by combining Eq. (36), Eq. (45), and Eq. (26).
x ∧ = arg min
= arg min
where
For all image in data bin, replace z j with Z from Eq. (28), and substitute Eq. (33),
where 1 is a matrix of ones of the dimension N ×M and Θ ∈ R N ×M is
Compare Eq. (47) and Eq. (46), the minimum error distance is always zero for the same input image vector. Hence, Eq. (45) is the exact solution for the approximate optimal inverse mapping.
C. Denoising Algorithm
In this section, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 shall be provided for denoising of the training dataset and the testing images respectively. Compute z j in accordance to Eq. (27) and form Z per Eq. (28) 4:
Compute kernel matrix K per Eq. (29) 5:
ComputeP c using P c ,Σ c = svds(K, R)
SetΛ c fromΣ c
ComputeB from Eq. (33) 8:
ComputeBB H and constructZ from Eq. (36) and Eq. (28) 9:
Compute pre-imageX using Eq. (45) 10:
returnX,B,Σ Perform steps 2 from Algorithm 2 and formx t 3:
Compute z t using Eq. (27) 4:
Computez t using Eq. (36) 5:
Computex t using Eq. (45) 6:
returnx t
IV. Coordinate System and Software Architecture
This section describes the pose estimation coordinate system definition and software architecture.
A. Coordinate System Definition
This section describes the coordinate system used by the pose estimation software. Two Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) orbital frames are defined as F CO and F SO for the client satellite (CS) and the servicing spacecraft (SS) respectively. The LVLH frame has their center fixed to the spacecraft orbit, x-axis pointed in the orbital path, z-axis pointed towards Earth J2000 inertial F I , and y-axis completing the right handed coordinate system. The spacecraft body coordinate system, F CB and F SB for CS and SS respectively, is fixed to the spacecraft body and centered on the spacecraft Center of Mass (COM) coinciding with the LVLH coordinate frame. A standard camera coordinate system F V W is attached to the SS and has its z-axis pointing out from the camera boresight, y-axis pointing vertically down from the image center and x-axis making the right hand. The pixel coordinate (0,0) center is located at the upper left corner of the image plane. Pointing out from the camera boresight, the image x-axis pointing horizontally to the right and the y-axis pointing vertically down. The relative pose is defined as the position and orientation difference between the camera coordinate F V W and the CS body coordinate. The position, t = r
, is a vector beginning from F V W and ending in F CB expressed in the F V W frame. The orientation, R = R V W,CB , is the rotation matrix rotating a vector from the F CB frame to the F V W frame. The rotation matrix can be represented in as Euler angles of the pitch-yaw-roll rotation sequence, where roll is about the x-axis, pitch about the y, yaw about the z about an specified frame. Any point of interest on the CS is denoted by P W k for the k th point. It is a position vector, r CB,P W k CB , defined from F CB to P W k expressed in the CB frame. r CB,P W k CB is rigidly fixed to the CS body frame. Figures 1 and 2 shows the various coordinate systems and the pose definition respectively, where f denotes the focus length of the camera. 
B. Software Architecture
Pose estimation software is composed of two parts, a training software and a testing software. The training software is ran prior to RT operations to process and denoise the training images and determine the denoising mapping function. After processing, the training software stores the eigenspace vectrix and reduced principal component image to disk so it can be retrieved by the testing software. The testing software is ran in RT to process and denoise the captured image and determine the pose of the CS vehicle. Figures 3 and 4 provides the training and testing software sequences respectively. In the processing step prior to PCA denoising, a Contrast Limiting Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [57] [58] [59] [60] image processing method is used to enhance the input image. The CLAHE is shown to be a favorable method under low illumination conditions. Unlike a linear histogram equalization (HE), CLAHE can adjust the image histogram for various regions in the image even with the high and low histogram boundaries of the entire image already maximized. Figure 5 shows the benefits of the CLAHE image processing for various illumination conditions in a infrared camera imagery. 
V. Numerical Simulation Results
This section provide discussion of the pose estimation results for synthetic image and real thermal camera images. Additionally, denoising results using ePCA is performed on synthetic images and real space images. a
A. Single-Axis Pose Results
Starting with single axis pitch rotation. Two parameters that will affect the pose estimation are the total number of training frames used (M ) and the maximum principal components retained (K). In the former, increasing the total number of training images will increase estimation accuracy as each test frame have a closer point to compare to, this will also reduce ambiguity between similar pose. The trade-off is with increasing training set, the search time will increase. As pose DOF increase, the order of magnitude will increase by the total training frame per axis to the power of the pose DOF. Pose estimation (non-denoised) results for increasing number of training frames are shown in Fig. (6) for M equal to 10 to 300 frames respectively. Once matched, an interpolation step is needed to more precisely determine the pose position, this is especially important if the number of training images are low, resulting in a coarse resolution in the pose estimator. To interpolate the pose result, two nearest matches are selected after thresholding an angular tolerance, since angular pattern will wrap around in 360 degrees. The angular tolerance should be set on the order of the pose resolution based on number of training images used. For example, an angular tolerance of 45 degrees is used for the minimum M of 10 training frames spanning 360 degrees. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) shows estimation without and with interpolation. If interpolation is not performed, the pose value jumps from closest frames which results in a step pattern when the training set is coarse (i.e. M = 10). The interpolation caused an overhead on the computation that amounts to 0.7% increase to the total processing time for all 300 test frames. Furthermore, when the training set is coarse, it is more likely to result in wrongful matches in a mirror angle. This is evident in Fig. (6(a) ), at every 30 degrees the choices of two neighbours -30 and +30 degrees is presented and the wrongful choice resulting in the interpolation to run backwards. This issue will correct itself as M increase in value as shown in Fig. (6) . Figure 7 and Tbl. (1) shows the timing and error metric for the single axis Envisat example. The average single image testing time is the time it takes to search the database of training image principal components. This time will increase linearly with the increase of testing images, for M = 300, the maximum search time is 14ms. Some outliers (OL) will be caused by wrongful matches, these outliers can be removed using the same angle tolerance. One common outlier is the 360 deg wrapping; if not removed, it will result in the maximum error ceiling for all M image trials. Figure 7 shows a large reduction in maximum angular error from 37 degrees to 5 degrees when number of training images is increased from 10 to 30 frames (a decrease of 85%), this benefit have a worthwhile cost of roughly 7% increase in the computation time.
a All simulations are performed on Intel ® Core TM 2 Quad Q6600-2.4GHz Processor running on 32bit Windows-Vista-SP2. The second parameter that is important to the accuracy of the pose estimation is the number of principal components retained in the training database K. As K is increased, the training time increases due to the subset SVD computation. Figure 8 shows a linear increase of the training and testing time as a function of increasing principal components, where testing involved five cases with increasing number of training images from 10 to 100. A noticeable increase in total testing time occurred as total training images increased from 10 to 100. Figure 9 shows the timing and pose error metrics for the testing with K equaling to 1 to 20 principal components. Five M testing dataset of 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 were compared. A large jump in average single image testing time when the training set is M = 100 images where as from M = 50 and below, testing timing remain relatively the same; while all testing times are linearly increasing with increasing principal components. The average pitch angle and maximum pitch angle both show a dip in accuracy between 5 to 10 principal components. The optimal number can be selected at 8 principal components. As the number of components increase, the angular error settles to a constant value, this is understandable since PCA suggests higher eigenvalue space contains less useful information. As noted previously, the pitch angle error is significantly higher for when training dataset is only 10 images. Increasing the number rotational DOF, the target CS is allowed to rotate about X, Y and the Z axis. In order to produce sequential training images, the SS camera is made to revolve around a stationary CS. The camera boresight is locked onto the CS COM where the relative distance remained a constant radius as the SS camera traced out the path of a sphere. Spherical coordinates were used with full variations in inclination and right ascension as shown in Fig. (10) . At each spherical location, the SS camera makes a 360 degree rotation about the camera boresight. The spherical coordinate and the boresight roll angle is then kinematically transformed into quaternion representing relative orientation between the SS camera and the CS. Based on the findings from Sec. A 30 intervals were used for each of the inclination, right ascension, and boresight roll axis. At the north and south poles, the redundant right ascension frames were removed. This resulted in M = 12660 images in the training database that covered the entire 3D orientation space. In order to save memory in calculating the SVD of the image bin, the images were pyramid down 4 levels using method used by Lowe. 17 A simple every other line pixel removal scheme was used. The four resolutions were tested for its accuracy when using the PCA method. Figure 11 shows the 4 resolution for the same image frame. Figure 12 and 13 shows the position and orientation of the lowest resolution of 20 × 15 and the highest resolution of 160 × 120 for ground truth and matched pose respectively. It is shown the low resolution pose is significantly noised where the highest resolution pose has less noise. This implies the resolution of the training image will affect the accuracy of the pose determination and filtering is required when using the PCA method for pose estimation. Figure 14(a) shows the eigenspace error norm between the test image and training images. Comparing the eigenspace error norms for various image bank resolutions, the lower resolution image match resulted in higher scattering compared to the finer resolution error. This is further indication the accuracy of the PCA method is sensitive to the resolution of the image bank and the test image especially for low resolution cases. Figure 14 
VI. Experimental Setup
Experiment for this study is composed of pose estimation from synthetic imagery and real thermal camera imagery. Training dataset is first developed using CAD models developed in Solid Works and imaged using a virtual camera in 3D Studio Max (3DS). The pose of the CS is feed into the 3DS animation tool plug-in and captured using a virtual camera at 30 frames per second (FPS) and 320x240 resolution. The virtual camera properties is provided in Tbl. (2) . Three CAD models were developed, these are Envisat and the Radarsat Model (RSM). The models are shown in Fig. (15) A thermal camera image of the RSM is taken using ICI 9320P camera. The 9320P camera property is provided in Tbl. (3) . The thermal camera b , physical RSM model, and the test setup is shown in Fig. (16 
A. Appearance Based Training Data
The PCA approach outlined in this study determines the relative spacecraft pose based on training images prior to actual flight operations. The training images are stored as reduced principal component matrixG. Pose data is tagged to each image in the training set of M images. In the initial training image set, the SS points the camera directly at the CS COM and the CS is rotated about the pitch axis of the LVLH frame at the rate of 36 deg/s i.e. taking ten seconds to rotate one revolution. This is illustrated in Figs. (17) and (18) for Envisat and Radarsat respectively.
VII. Experimental Results

A. Image Denoising
The ePCA image denoising process was applied on the synthetic Radarsat CAD image (shown in Fig. (18) ) and space imagery of the SpaceX Dragon cargo vehicle c . Star patterns were added to the synthetically generated RSM image, the patterns represent possible camera lens glare. Figure 19 show three images using ePCA to process the flawed input image. In all three cases, a non-occulted image is returned for pose estimation. The ePCA process essentially eliminated the occultation from the image. Ten training images for the Dragon vehicle is shown in Fig. (20) . These images were taken by the ISS camera during various Dragon vehicle docking approach. All images were reduced to 320x240 resolution and some include the SSRMS robotic manipulator during the final stage free-flyer capture event. Figure 21 show the optimized and normalized training data after ePCA process. Figure 22 shows the three Dragon images with camera glare added as occultation. These were processed by the ePCA software and returned the To work with the thermal camera image for PCA pose estimation, background clutter were removed by using adaptive background subtraction. Figure 23 shows as long as the central CS image can be reasonably obtained, the synthetic image can match the background subtracted thermal image.
VIII. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study makes use of principal components analysis for image based spacecraft pose estimation and a novel kernel based principal components analysis called Euler-PCA for image denoising. Algorithm and formulation for direct PCA and ePCA were adopted for spacecraft monocular camera and infrared camera imagery. Simulation were ran with single and multi-axis spacecraft orientation. PCA has the benefit of data compression for storing training pose imagery, while ePCA offers advantage in data robustness to distortion and occultation. PCA methods works well with single axis however, for multiple axis, sufficient hardware memory is required to make the singular value decomposition calculation in order for full image resolution to be used. The accuracy of PCA degrades as the image resolution is degraded. Filters are recommended when using PCA to remove outlier jumps resulting from low resolution matches. Finally, the time to perform end-to-end pose estimation for the multi-axis scenario is 62.8 ms. This is a relatively good speed for real-time pose estimation purposes. ePCA denoising was applied to synthetic RSM images as well as space images of SpaceX Dragon cargo vehicle. Results show in both instances, returned optimal result can be without corruption, distortions and occultation. In the future, ePCA tracking can be integrated to the software while a more efficient pose estimator from both baseline PCA and ePCA can be developed. 
